Introduction
This chapter will examine particular elements in the Aramaic fragments of the Astronomical Book of Enoch in the Dead Sea Scrolls, 4QAstronomical Enocha -d (4Q208-4Q211)1 that may have a connection with 4QZodiac Calendar. Armin Lange and Ulricke Mittman-Richert listed the texts together as a genre in a classification of calendrical manuscripts in the Dead Sea Scrolls,2 the first time that the texts had been catalogued collectively in a critical volume.
Before moving on to discuss the calendar in the Qumran material, this chapter engages with the reception history of the astronomical sections of the Ethiopic Book of Enoch (1 Enoch) one of the canonical books of the Ethiopian Bible. Chapters 72-82 are known collectively, variously, as the Book 
